
FOUNDATION STUDIES

A foundation course is a preparatory course for university-level art and design education, used particularly in the United
Kingdom.

Whether you've just come from high school or travelled from another country, you'll get a taste of university
life at Western Sydney University. Find out more about Foundation Studies Visit the Foundation Studies
program page to explore the course in detail and apply. This foundation course also maximises student
opportunity to meet pre-requisite course criteria for multiple ANU programs and achieve the high pathway
English hurdle requirement prior to commencing at ANU. Foundation Studies social activities and events Our
First 30 Days mentoring program will offer you support, guidance and reassurance as you settle into your new
home here in Melbourne. We know starting university in a new country can be a daunting experience for
international students, and our bilingual staff members are here to help make your transition easier. To this
end, students are taught concepts and methodologies that promote the development of independent analytical
thinking skills via lecture listening, note taking and interactive tutorial style classes. Our highly qualified team
of experienced educators have your best interests in mind, and will go to extra lengths to make sure you are
comfortable and confident with your work. Students develop visualisation skills and learn how to effectively
communicate ideas, intentions and purposes to specific audiences through various visual media forms. The
extended program has a 5 week intensive study period, focusing on English preparation four subjects and
students undertake a cultural immersion preparation program at the beginning of their studies. The second aim
is to adequately prepare students to successfully undertake first-year university level accounting studies.
English for Academic Purposes English for Academic Purposes provides an opportunity for students to
explore, respond to, analyse and produce a range of academic and non-academic texts. Critical thinking
specifically addresses learning areas to assist students who have had little exposure to western style education
and whose first language is not English. The aim of the course was to teach what were considered to be the
basic skills that underpin all art and design activities, including architecture. When studied together with
Specialist Mathematics, this subject can be a pathway to engineering, physical science, and laser physics. This
course would appeal to international students seeking specialised instruction to improve language and
academic skills, and those wishing a well-supported and fun introduction to studying and living in Australia.
Getting around is easy, with public transport and parking nearby. Assessment Foundation Studies courses
comprise both continuous assessment and end-of-semester final examinations. Trinity College's Foundation
Studies program provides a pathway for international students wishing to study at the University of
Melbourne. There is a large scope for outdoor practical learning opportunities. Students taking ANU
undergraduate courses must complete the University assessment. Individual attention Our staff are here to help
you. Designed specifically to equip you with the knowledge and skills needed for university, our Foundation
Studies programs are a great way to explore the different subjects you can access during this exciting phase of
your professional career. Suitability for the programme will be assessed on an individual basis, at interview
and during the first six weeks of the programme. Mathematical Methods Mathematical Methods introduces the
students to calculus and statistics and then develops an increasingly complex and sophisticated understanding
of these topics. Biology Biology aims to provide students with an appreciation for the phenomenon of life at
levels ranging from the interactions of molecules to the interactions of organisms within the biosphere.
Foundation Studies provides supportive and engaging opportunities. Whether you're having trouble
understanding what work you're required to do in class, or need someone to talk to, our staff are here to help.
Critical Thinking This subject is designed to take students from many backgrounds and language settings and
give them the skills necessary to successfully study a range of subjects at an Australian university. In this
program, students complete the following courses across five weeks to develop language, research and
academic writing skills as well as applied numeracy and cultural awareness. Together they began to establish a
team to deliver a new form of art preparation course they called the Basic Design Course. Students use
statistics to describe and analyse phenomena that involve uncertainty and variation. The course takes an
integrated skills approach to language learning, using authentic texts, and with an emphasis on reflection and
collaborative learning.


